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Abstract
The goal of the paper is to predict answers to questions given a passage of Qur’an. The answers are always found in the
passage, so the task of the model is to predict where an answer starts and where it ends. As the initial data set is rather small
for training, we make use of multilingual BERT so that we can augment the training data by using data available for languages
other than Arabic. Furthermore, we crawl a large Arabic corpus that is domain specific to religious discourse. Our approach
consists of two steps, first we train a BERT model to predict a set of possible answers in a passage. Finally, we use another
BERT based model to rank the candidate answers produced by the first BERT model.
Keywords: Question Answering Systems, Artificial Neural Model, Multilingual BERT, Arabic

1. Introduction
Question answering is natural language understanding problem that has received a fair share of attention
in the past (Nishida et al., 2019; Rücklé et al., 2020;
Asai and Choi, 2021). There are several datasets available for the task (Rajpurkar et al., 2018; Artetxe et al.,
2020; Lewis et al., 2020). These datasets cover a very
different domain than the one we are interested in this
paper, namely the holy script Qur’an.
Qur’anic Arabic itself has also received its
share of NLP interest (Sharaf and Atwell, 2012;
Dukes and Habash, 2010; Alsaleh et al., 2021). There
is even an earlier question answering system for
Qur’an (Abdelnasser et al., 2014). Other historical
Arabic texts have also received some research interest (Belinkov et al., 2016; Majadly and Sagi, 2021;
Alnajjar et al., 2020).
In this paper, we describe our work on the Qur’an
QA 2022 shared task data. The problem the QRCD
(Qur’anic Reading Comprehension Dataset) dataset
(Malhas and Elsayed, 2020) is built to solve is to predict an answer to a question given a passage in the
Qur’an. The answer is within the passage, so the task
for our model is to find where the answer starts and
ends in the given passage.
The problem is a challenging one for several reasons.
Firstly, Arabic language has greater degree of ambiguity in written form due to the fact that most of the
diacritics are left out in writing. This means that several words that are pronounced different become homographs and have an identical written form. This
ambiguity is not a characteristic of the language itself
but much rather a result of the orthographic conventions. This ambiguity causes challenges not only in the
dataset we are using but also in any pretrained Arabic
language models.
Secondly, the publicly released part of the QRCD
dataset is relatively small, consisting of only 710 samples in the training data and 109 samples in the de-

velopment data. For this reason, we experiment with
multilingual models and training data to alleviate this
under-resourced scenario.
Thirdly, Arabic is a language with multiple dialects that are vastly different from each other.
There is dedicated NLP research for several subdialects such as Tunisian (Ben Abdallah et al., 2020),
Palestinian
(Jarrar et al., 2014),
Gulf
(Adouane and Johansson, 2016) and Egyptian Arabic
(Habash et al., 2012). These are very different from
the Qur’anic Arabic we are focusing on, but they will
be present in any large scale language model trained
for Arabic on online corpora. For this reason, we
needed to ensure that the model we use in this paper
is trained exclusively on Modern Standard Arabic as
it is the closest contemporary variant of the language
to Qur’anic Arabic and there are no language models
available for classical Arabic.

2.

Dataset

The QRCD Qur’an question answering dataset consists of 1,337 question-passage-answer triplets, which
is split into training (65%), development (10%), and
test (25%) sets. As the amount of training data is small
(i.e., 710 and 109 for training and validation, respectively), we leverage multilingual and crosslingual resources for question answering tasks while ensuring
that the model is exposed to and aware of Islamic concepts.
To do so, we crawl multiple Islamic websites related to
Tafseer (explanations of the Qur’an) and Fatwas (i.e.,
rulings or interpretations based on Islamic law for a
given query) to build an Islamic-specific corpus. Table 1 lists the web-sources we crawled and how many
pages were retrieved per source. We crawled all the
websites using Scrapy1 except for quran-tafseer.com
for which we used Pytafseer2 . Additionally, we add
1
2

https://github.com/scrapy/scrapy
https://github.com/Quran-Tafseer/pytafseer

Source
aliftaa.jo
binbaz.org.sa
islamqa.info
islamway.net
islamweb.net
quran-tafseer.com

N
907
23556
14950
30978
30691
49888

Table 1: The number of pages crawled per source in
our Islam-specific corpus
the entire Qur’an to the dataset. We use a precleaned
version of Qur’an that is stored in the UTF-8 format3 .
In terms of question answering datasets, we adapt
existing general (i.e., not Qur’an or Islamic related)
QA datasets for other tasks. Namely, we use the
Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) MultiLingual Question Answering
(MLQA) (Lewis et al., 2020) Cross-lingual Question
Answering Dataset (XQuAD) (Artetxe et al., 2020).
Out of these MLQA and XQuAD also have Arabic
data, which is beneficial when training the model.
These datasets follow a slightly different format than
the QRCD in terms of JSON. However, they are developed for the exact same task of predicting an answer in
a text given a question. Therefore, they can be directly
employed as additional training data without the need
of reframing the problem.

3.

Approach

In this section, we describe the process of building
our artificial neural network model in detail. We base
our model on the multilingual BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) that is trained on Wikipedia in multiple languages such as English, Spanish and Modern Standard
Arabic. The intuition behind utilizing this model instead of an Arabic BERT model such as AraBERT
(Antoun et al., 2020) is that there are more question
answering dataset available in English than in Arabic;
hence, our model would have a better representation for
answering general questions related to a given context.
The additional perk of using multilingual BERT is that
we know that it has been trained on Modern Standard Arabic as opposed to several dialects that may
have been present in the training data of Arabic specific BERT models that have been trained on online
data such as the Oscar corpus (Abadji et al., 2022).
Qur’anic Arabic is closer to Modern Standard Arabic
than any of the other Arabic dialects, which means that
the model will have less noise coming from multiple
different dialects as noise can have undesirable effects
on the final results (see (Mäkelä et al., 2020)). We also
train the model using the Qur’an question answering
dataset provided for the shared task to tailor its knowledge to the goal of the shared task. The following
subsections elucidate on each of the aforementioned
3
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Question

Õ» + ú¯ , Õ» , úæÓ
©Ó , áÓ + Y , áÓ , áÓ + úÎ«
@ XAÓ + H. , AÓ , @ XAÓ , ùëAÓ
ø @ , ø AK. , ø @ + H.
@ XAÖÏ + ¬ , @ XAÖÏ , @ XAÓ + È
Éë
áK @
J»

EN
When/How much

N
56

min
1

avg
10

Who

255

1

6

58

What

387

1

8

225

Where

max
55

1

12

12

12

Why

100

1

10

32

Is it/Does

174

1

12

62

Where

2

1

2

3

How

14

3

11

27

Table 2: The different question types, their frequency
and statistics on the length of their corresponding answers (in tokens) in the training and development
dataset
steps along with any preprocessing and postprocessing
phases.

3.1. Domain adaptation
As the model we are basing our work on (i.e., multilingual BERT) is trained on a generic encyclopedia corpus (Wikipedia) and has little exposure to Islamic and Qur’anic concepts, we continue training
the multilingual BERT model to adapt it to the domain of the task here. In our previous research
(Hämäläinen et al., 2021a; Hämäläinen et al., 2021b),
we have found that BERT based models tend to work
better if their training data has had text of a similar domain as the downstream task the model is fine-tuned
for. Therefore, we believe that domain adaptation is
beneficial in this case as well.
We convert the crawled data into a textual corpus,
which we clean from non-Arabic text and remove
any Arabic diacritics or punctuation using UralicNLP
(Hämäläinen, 2019). In the case of Fatwas, we format
the text as question first followed by the answer provided by the Mufti, and for Tafseer, we add the context
(i.e., passage/verse) prior to the question. Qur’an data
is added as it is. The textual corpus is then split into
80% training and 20% validation. We train the base
model for the task of Masked Language Modeling and
Next Sentence Prediction for 3 full epochs on our entire
textual corpus.

3.2. Fine-tuning for Question Answering
Here, we fine-tune our BERT model for the task
of Qur’an question answering. The data used for
fine-tuning comes both from the QRCD dataset itself and the additional QA datasets (MLQA, SQuAD
and XQuAD). The purpose of the other QA datsets is
to make the model learn better the task of questionanswering and make it learn to use multilingual information better for this task. In essence, this should improve the results for Arabic even though a majority of
the training data was in a different language.
We append a fully-connected dense layer that accepts the BERT’s hidden layers and outputs two
vectors of predictions. These vectors are predictions for the start and end positions of the predicted
answer in the context. We use the Adam algo-

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Model
Training Data
Base
Quran QA training
Base
Quran QA training + SQuAD + MLQA + XQuAD
Model 2 Quran QA training
Model 2 Quran QA training + Quran QA development
Model 4 + post-processing
Model 4 + post-processing + recommendation
Model 3.2 + Model 4 + post-processing + recommendation

pRR
0.347
0.351
0.373
0.540
0.700
0.704
0.648

Exact Match
0.009
0.092
0.028
0.092
0.358
0.358
0.211

F1@1
0.311
0.288
0.345
0.526
0.688
0.688
0.639

Table 3: Experimental settings and their performances
rithm (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with decoupled weight
decay regularization (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) to
optimize the parameters of the model, with cross entropy loss as the loss function.

Models
KUISAIL’s base BERT (Safaya et al., 2020)
KUISAIL’s large BERT (Safaya et al., 2020)
CAMeLBERT Quarter (Inoue et al., 2021)
Our BERT model

pRR
0.286
0.330
0.274
0.347

Exact Match
0.037
0.037
0.018
0.009

F1@1
0.236
0.278
0.223
0.311

Table 4: Different BERT models trained and evaluated
solely on the Quran QA dataset

3.3. Predicting Answers and Post-processing
them
When inferring answers, we clamp the results to the
number of tokens in the context and we ignore any special tokens prior to applying the softmax function on
the predicted positions.
We apply a post-processing step on the top N generated
answers. This goal of this step is to 1) ensure that the
length of the answer corresponds to the type of question that is being asked and 2) eliminate overlapping
predictions.
Different types of questions require answers of different lengths; for instance, answers to “who”-questions
will most of the time be shorter (typically a single word is sufficient to answer it) than answers to
“why”-questions (requires further elaboration consisting of several tokens). For this reason, we apply
some data analysis on the Quran QA dataset to find
out what the questions are that are present in the
dataset and what the minimum, average and maximum
lengths of the answers are. We use Farasa segmenter
(Abdelali et al., 2016) to process the data for this analysis.
As a given type of questions might be expressed in
different ways, we have applied some manual clustering to group all asked questions in the dataset into 8
types based on the interrogative pronouns used. Table 2 presents the question types, how many times they
were present in the dataset and statistics on their answers. All predicted answers that are smaller than the
average answer length are extended to either the nearest
full-stop that marks the end of the verse or the average
length, whichever is shorter.
When predicting multiple answers for a question, it is
commonly the case that the model would predict overlapping answers. In such cases, we merge them together by taking the smaller starting position and maximum end position.

Run 6
Run 7

pRR
0.392
0.409

Exact match
0.113
0.092

F1@1
0.354
0.364

Table 5: Results on the test set

3.4. Similarity Recommendation
We noticed during our observations of the Qur’an QA
dataset that some questions are detailed and elaborate
further on what is being sought as an answer. Such
elaborations would indicate that the most semantically
similar verse to the question is probably the answer
to it. For this reason, we use the second version
of AraBERT Large (Antoun et al., 2020) to extract the
features of the question and all verses in the given passage. Thereafter, we find the most similar verse to the
question by applying the cosine similarity on the extracted features. The most similar verse is appended to
the list of answers if it was not predicted already by the
model and there are less than 5 predicted answers.

4. Results and Evaluation
We experiment with different models and techniques
for predicting answers. First, we test out different BERT models and compare them to our custom
model. Secondly, we investigate the effects of finetuning our model with different training and validation
question and answering datasets along with the Quran
QA dataset. Lastly, we assess the benefits of postprocessing the predictions and including the most similar verse to the question as an answer. In our tests, we
evaluate the models based on the metrics that are considered in the shared task, namely partial Reciprocal
Rank (pRR) (Malhas and Elsayed, 2020), exact match
and F1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
Table 4 shows the different BERT models that we have
tested out using only the Quran QA dataset, where we
use the train and validation step during the training
phase, and test the models on the development split.

#

1

2

3

4

5

Context



PAîDË@ éK @ AJÊªk. ð ÉJÊË@ éK @ AKñjÔ¯ áJK @ PAîDË@ð ÉJÊË@ AJÊªk. ð
H. AmÌ '@ð áJË@ XY« @ñÒÊªJËð ÕºK. P áÓ C¯ @ñªJ.JË èQåJ.Ó
é® J« ú¯ èQKA£ èAJÓQË @ àA@ É¿ð .CJ®K èAJÊ¯ Zúæ É¿ð
 AK AJ» éÓAJ
 ®Ë@
 ÐñK éË h Qm' ð
½K. AJ» @Q¯@ .@P ñ Ó èA®ÊK
.
.
é®JË ø YJîE AÖßA¯ øYJë@ áÓ .AJ.k ½JÊ« ÐñJË@ ½®JK. ù®»


áK. YªÓ AJ» AÓð øQk @ P Pð èP P@ð P QK Bð AîDÊ« É AÖßA¯ É áÓð
 ®¯ AîD¯QÓ AKQÓ @ éK Q¯ ½ÊîE à @ AKXP @ @ X@ ð .BñP IªJ

 . K úæk
@ñ®
 áÓ AJºÊë @ Õ»ð .@QÓYK AëAKQÓY¯ Èñ®Ë@
 AîDÊ« m ¯ AîD¯
àðQ®Ë@
.@Q. @QJ.k èXAJ.« H. ñK YK. ½K. QK. ù®»ð hñK YªK. áÓ

Q®ºJÊ¯ ZA áÓð áÓñJÊ¯ ZA áÔ¯ ÕºK. P áÓ m Ì '@ É¯ð
 Qå ÑîE Ag @ @P AK áÖÏA¢ÊË AKYJ« @ AK@
@ñKAªK @ñJJªJ à@ ð Aê¯X@
.

 ÉêÖÏA¿ ZAÖß.
.A® ®KQÓ HZAð
H. @QåË@ K. èñk. ñË@ ø ñ
 Ì 'AË@ @ñÊÔ«ð @ñJÓ@ áK YË@ à@
.CÔ« ák @ áÓ Qk. @ ©J B AK@ HAm
 Jk. ÑêË ½JËð @
áÓ AîD¯ àñÊm' PAîE B@ ÑîDm' áÓ ø Qm.' àY« HA
Q.J@ ð YJ áÓ @Qåk AK. AJK àñ.ÊK ð I.ë X áÓ PðA @
A® ®KQÓ I kð H. @ñJË@ ÑªK ½K@P B@ úÎ« AîD¯ áJºJÓ
é<Ë@ ñk. QK àA¿ áÖÏ éJk èñ @ é<Ë@ ÈñP ú¯ ÕºË àA¿ Y®Ë

@ñËA¯ H. @Qk B@ àñJÓñÖÏ@ ø @P AÖÏð .@QJ» é<Ë@ Q»Xð Qk B@ ÐñJË@ð

AKAÖß @ B@ ÑëX@P AÓð éËñPð é<Ë@ Yð
éËñPð é<Ë@ AKY«ð AÓ @ Yë
 ÈAg P áJÓñÖÏ@ áÓ .AÒJÊð
ÑîDÔ¯ éJÊ« é<Ë@ @ð YëA« AÓ @ñ¯Y
.

á¯XAË@
é<Ë@ ø Qj.JË .CK YJ.K @ñËYK. AÓð Q¢JK áÓ ÑîDÓð éJ.m' úæ¯ áÓ

àA¿ é<Ë@ à@ ÑîDÊ« H. ñJK ð @ ZA à@ á® ¯AJÖÏ@ H. YªK ð Ñê¯Y
.
.AÒJkP @P ñ®«

ÕºÒÊªK ð ÕºJ»QK ð AJKAK @ ÕºJÊ« ñÊJK ÕºJÓ BñP ÕºJ¯ AJÊP @ AÒ»
 Ì '@ð H AJºË@
Õ»Q»X @ úGðQ»XA¯ . àñÒÊªK @ñKñºK ÕË AÓ ÕºÒÊªK ð éÒºm
.
èCË@ð QËAK @ñJJªJ@ @ñJÓ@ áK YË@ AîE @ AK . àðQ®ºK Bð úÍ @ð Qº@ ð
. .
. áK QK. AË@ ©Ó é<Ë@ à@
èQåJK. ¼YK @ ø YË@ ñë é<Ë@ ½J.k àA¯ ¼ñ«Ym' à @ @ð YK QK à@ ð
I ®Ë @ AÓ AªJÔg. P B@ ú¯ AÓ I ® ®K @ ñË ÑîE. ñÊ¯ áK. Ë @ð . áJÓñÖÏAK. ð
½J.k úæ.JË@ AîE @ AK .Õæºk QK Q« éK@ ÑîDJK. Ë @ é<Ë@ áºËð ÑîE. ñÊ¯ áK.
úÎ« áJÓñÖÏ@ Qk úæ.JË@ AîE @ AK . áJÓñÖÏ@ áÓ ½ªJ.K@ áÓð é<Ë@

ÕºJÓ áºK à@ ð áJKAÓ @ñJ.ÊªK àðQK. A àðQå« ÕºJÓ áºK à@ ÈAJ®Ë@

®k à B@ . àñê® ®K B Ðñ¯ ÑîE AK. @ð Q®» áK YË@ áÓ A®Ë @ @ñJ.ÊªK éKAÓ
@ñJ.ÊªK èQK. A éKAÓ ÕºJÓ áºK àA¯ A®ª ÕºJ¯ à @ ÕÎ«ð ÕºJ« é<Ë@
. áK QK. AË@ ©Ó é<Ë@ð é<Ë@ à XAK. á®Ë @ @ñJ.ÊªK Ë @ ÕºJÓ áºK à@ ð áJKAÓ

Question

Gold Answers

AÖßA¯ É áÓð é®JË ø YJîE AÖßA¯ øYJë@ áÓ
? ÐCB @ úÍ@ ÈñkYËAK. XA® J«B@ éK Qm'. ÐCB @ iÖÞ Éë AJ» AÓð øQk @ P Pð èP P@ð P QK Bð AîDÊ« É
 áK. YªÓ
 . K úæk
BñP IªJ

? ÐCB @ úÍ@ ÈñkYËAK. XA® J«B@ éK Qm'. ÐCB @ iÖÞ Éë Q®ºJÊ¯ ZA áÓð áÓñJÊ¯ ZA áÓ

 YmÌ '@ àðYK. ÐC@ ¼AJë Éë
? K QåË@ IK

1.
2.

é® J« ú¯ èQKA£ èAJÓQË @ àA@ É¿ð
é®JË ø YJîE AÖßA¯ øYJë@ áÓ

ZA áÓð áÓñJÊ¯ ZA áÔ¯
 Ì 'AË@ @ñÊÔ«ð @ñJÓ@ áK YË@ à@
HAm
CÔ« ák @ áÓ Qk. @ ©J B AK@

1. Q®ºJÊ¯
2.

éJk èñ @ é<Ë@ ÈñP ú¯ ÕºË àA¿ Y®Ë

áÖÏ éJk èñ @ é<Ë@ ÈñP ú¯ ÕºË àA¿ Y®Ë

@QJ» é<Ë@ Q»Xð Qk B@ ÐñJË@ð é<Ë@ ñk. QK àA¿

ÕºJÊ« ñÊJK ÕºJÓ BñP ÕºJ¯ AJÊP @
 Ì '@ð H AJºË@ ÕºÒÊªK ð ÕºJ»QK ð AJKAK@
éÒºm
.
2. àñÒÊªK @ñKñºK ÕË AÓ ÕºÒÊªK


AJKAK @ ÕºJÊ« ñÊJK ÕºJÓ BñP ÕºJ¯ AJÊP @
 Ì '@ð H AJºË@ ÕºÒÊªK ð ÕºJ»
ÕË AÓ ÕºÒÊªK ð éÒºm
.
àñÒÊªK @ñKñºK


2. úGðQ»XA¯ èCË@ð Q.ËAK. @ñJJªJ@ @ñJÓ @ áK YË@
àðQ®ºK Bð úÍ @ð Qº@ ð Õ»Q»X @

1.

 YmÌ '@ àðYK. ÐC@ ¼AJë Éë
? K QåË@ IK

Predicted Answers

1. QK ð

áJÓñÖÏ@ Qk úæJË@ AîE @
.
ú¯ AÓ I ® ®K @ ñË ÑîE. ñÊ¯ áK. Ë @ð

áºËð ÑîE. ñÊ¯ áK. I ®Ë @ AÓ AªJÔg. P B@
Õæºk QK Q« éK@ ÑîDJK. Ë @ é<Ë@

1.

? XAêm.Ì '@ Q¯ áÓ Y

@ð Q®» áK YË@

2.

Table 6: Examples of input contexts and questions to the system along with the gold answers and what the model
has predicted
Comparing KUISAIL’s base and large models suggest
that bigger models improve the performance of the
model. However, larger models require a longer time
to train, and for this reason we opted for using a base
model. Despite using a smaller multilingual model as
a base model, adapting it to the domain of this task has
clearly improved the quality of its predictions. All results presented after this point use our custom BERT
model.
In Table 5 we can see the results of our two systems
when comparing to the official test set of the shared
task. When we compared our system on a question
level to the median values across all the submissions
to the task, we found that over half of the time our best
system achieves better scores than the median value.
However, our best model had the highest possible score
among all submissions around 15% of the time. Interestingly, our worst model had the highest possible score
among all the submissions 17.6% of the time despite
having poorer overall performance.
Table 3 lists the different settings we experimented with
and their evaluation results on the development split.
All the models had the Quran QA dataset as the validation dataset during the training phase, and they have
been trained for 3 epochs. By comparing the first and
second settings, we see that including other question
and answering datasets during the training phase im-

proves the predictions. Fine-tuning the model that has
been exposed to other question and answering datasets
further using Quran QA dataset only outperforms using
Quran QA dataset solely, which demonstrates the great
importance of utilizing relevant linguistic resources in
other languages and applying domain adaptation. In the
4th experimental setting we include the Quran QA development split in the training dataset to cover as many
cases as possible given that the amount of training
data is very small; despite it being a non-recommended
practice.
Our experiments point out that post-processing the predicted answers to ensure that they are of an adequate
length based on the question type and that no overlapping answers have been predicted boosts the results
from pRR of 0.54 to 0.7. Including the most similar
verse to the question as a possible answer raises the results by a bit but it does not affect them negatively.
From our observations of answers predicted by model
#6 and #7 is that sometimes they would predict different answers where one of them is correct. To benefit
from both of the models and include their variations in
the answers, we consider answers produced by them
and remove any overlapping answers during the postprocessing phase. We have submitted two runs to the
shared task, which are experiments number 6 and 7.
Looking at examples of generated answers by our mod-

els in Table 6 illustrates cases where the predictions
have been fully accurate by predicting an exact match
(e.g. example #2) and partially correct (e.g., examples
#1, #3 and #4). For the partially correct predictions,
the model either predicts lengthier or shorter answers
which could be due to the post-processing phase. However, we find that the length of gold answers is subjective. The fifth case is an example of wrong predictions;
nonetheless, the top prediction is includes two nouns
and the question is asking for people (whom) which
tells us that the model made its best guess given the
context and it was very close.

5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have embraced multilingual models, and question and answering resources to build a
question answering model for Qur’an. Our results indicate that applying domain adaptation and fine-tuning
the model with relevant data sets increases the performance of the models, especially in the case of limited
training data like this one.
As the models predict the start and end positions of the
answer in the context, it is very likely that the predictions are off by few tokens. Post-processing the predictions to correspond to the expected answer per question type and merging any overlapping cases had a huge
boost on the quality of predictions.
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